Debate & Analysis

Global health: time for full integration into GP education

Postgraduate medical training no longer sufficiently prepares UK doctors for the challenges of the 21st century. In 2010, an Independent Commission on the Education of Health Professionals, published in The Lancet, described a mismatch between present professional competencies and the requirements of an increasingly interdependent world. Globalisation, fuelled by a technological revolution and the subsequent mushrooming of social connectivity, affects all sectors of society and hence also each interaction in our consulting room. The recent RCGP conference on Global General Practice is a reflection of the increasingly high profile of global health issues. However, these issues fail to feature adequately in the current postgraduate training curricula of UK doctors.

WHAT IS GLOBAL HEALTH

The meaning of ‘global health’ has been subject to debate. It has a broad scope, yet can be defined by the basic principle of ‘improving health and achieving equity in health for all people worldwide’. A Global Health Learning Outcome Working Group, consisting of UK academics, medical students and representatives of civil society with expertise in global health and medical education, determined that global health learning outcomes should cover the following areas:

- global burden of disease;
- socioeconomic and environmental determinants of health;
- health systems;
- global health governance;
- human rights and ethics; and
- cultural diversity and health.

WHY IS GLOBAL HEALTH IMPORTANT TO UK GPs?

Some may question why global health is important to GPs who only practice in a UK setting. However, in our evermore interconnected world of the 21st century, global health becomes local health. UK society is becoming increasingly multicultural; in the 2011 UK census only four in five responders described themselves as ‘white British’, with this group for the first time representing less than half the population in London. Most GPs will therefore see a cross-section of world citizens in their consulting rooms, and will form part of a workforce that reflects the diversity of wider society. They will require a global awareness to effectively provide health care in our increasingly ethnically mixed society.

GPs of the future also need the skills to be effective healthcare leaders, with a broader focus to include whole population health. As healthcare commissioners, a wider understanding of alternative healthcare systems will enable better-informed decision making in the face of healthcare reforms.

Furthermore, health professionals, and perhaps in particular GPs, have a role as advocates for health. Therefore we have an ethical obligation to understand and engage with issues of globalisation due to its potential impact on health. While in the UK we currently enjoy many benefits of living in a globalised world (such as ease of communication, trained healthcare workers coming to work in the UK, and access to cheap generic drugs) this same world can have a negative impact on population health; in other countries, even if not our own. Such negative consequences include the ‘brain drain’, political and economic instability, social inequalities, and climate change.

Finally, people travel and diseases move beyond national borders more rapidly than ever before. UK doctors therefore need to be aware of global trends in disease, for example in the management of new pandemics such as H1N1 influenza (swine flu), as well as established global diseases such as HIV and tuberculosis. They also need to understand the factors involved in the new global epidemic of non-communicable diseases, such as diabetes, cancer, and heart disease, and the importance of primary care in both managing this problem and advocating for patients.

STRENGTHENING GLOBAL HEALTH IN GP EDUCATION

Within the UK undergraduate medical curriculum the updated General Medical Council’s Tomorrow’s Doctors now includes the learning outcome: ‘Discuss from a global perspective the determinants of health and disease and variations in healthcare delivery and medical practice.’ Many medical schools go further, offering special study modules and intercalated Bachelor of Science degrees in international or global health. At a postgraduate level, global health education and international activities have been recognised as providing both personal and professional learning for individual doctors, and also benefits to the NHS as a whole. The importance of global health education for family physicians has been recognised by the American Academy of Family Physicians with publication of recommended curriculum guidelines for family medicine residents. The extent of

“Most GPs will see a cross-section of world citizens in their consulting rooms ... They will require a global awareness to effectively provide health care in our increasingly ethnically mixed society.”

“GPs of the future also need the skills to be effective healthcare leaders, with a broader focus to include whole population health.”
the political capital given to this issue in the UK was highlighted at the House of Lords on 20 December 2010, when a debate led by Lord Crisp challenged the government on how they will ensure that the subject of global health is included in the education of all health professionals.10 We believe that the successful establishment of global health education in the UK undergraduate curriculum needs to be built on and replicated in postgraduate training. Global health should be embedded in the foundations of the GP curriculum to ensure that all associates in training (AiTs) gain basic competencies in this area. For those who wish to pursue a specialist interest in global health, a model for a national curriculum and tiered qualifications in global health have been proposed, to complement the UK specialist training pathways, incorporating pre-existing qualification programmes such as masters, diplomas and certificates in global health.11

In the UK, one opportunity to include global health competencies in GP training, and allow pursuit of a special interest in global health, comes through the proposed establishment of global health education (EGPT), which aims to develop skills and knowledge that are relevant to global health. This is not only relevant to AiTs, but to all GPs, healthcare professionals to think beyond their specialty and their community. Taking a global perspective requires a further paradigm shift to incorporate global forces and how these affect the local community. This adds an important new dimension to the nature of professionalism: a duty for health professionals to think beyond their geographical and cultural boundaries. At a deeper level this global health perspective is essential for truly holistic care; to view the whole patient we need to understand the global context within which we are all embedded. This is not only relevant to AiTs, but to all GPs, healthcare professionals and, in fact, citizens, both in the UK and beyond.

The integration of global health into postgraduate curricula therefore transcends traditional boundaries between specialties and geographical barriers. International and cross-specialty collaborations could therefore be developed to generate global health competencies that prepare clinicians for health care in the 21st century.
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IMPLICATIONS BEYOND GP TRAINING
The traditional model of general practice is founded on the doctor–patient relationship. This has evolved and broadened to include the multidisciplinary primary care team, all working within the context of the patient and their community. Taking a global perspective requires a further paradigm shift to incorporate global forces and how these affect the local community. This adds an important new dimension to the nature of professionalism: a duty for health professionals to think beyond their geographical and cultural boundaries. At a deeper level this global health perspective is essential for truly holistic care; to view the whole patient we need to understand the global context within which we are all embedded. This is not only relevant to AiTs, but to all GPs, healthcare professionals and, in fact, citizens, both in the UK and beyond.

The integration of global health into postgraduate curricula therefore transcends traditional boundaries between specialties and geographical barriers. International and cross-